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Abstract

In crime cases of robberies and thefts it is very important to ascertain the nature of weapon / tools involved and also the position of the locks. These details provide many vital clues regarding the modus operandi of the crime which helps the investigating agencies in solving the case. Examination of position of the lock and levers inside the lock aid in throwing light on how the crime was committed. In the present case study, the forensic examination of the breaking open of the lock of the strong room using gas cutter and arrival of conclusion based on the tool marks are discussed.
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Introduction

A case of theft was received wherein, the strong room of the Forest Range office was broken and sandal wood oil and ivory worth lakhs of rupees was stolen. As per details given by the forwarding authority, the strong room is fitted with a steel door in steel frame embedded to the wall. The door is bolted using a steering wheel (Figure 3) fixed on the door. Then the lock is locked to prevent the movement of the steering wheel. The lever assembly connected to the steering wheel is fitted on the back side of the steel door and it is covered by steel sheet. The steel door opens towards outside and inside it a lock is fitted to the strong room. The Lock is operated using four keys in a sequential order where two keys operate the lever on the top side and other two keys operate the lever in the lower portion respectively.

When the investigating team arrived at the scene of crime, it was found that the bottom left corner of the strong room was cut diagonally and separated. When the keys were inserted in key hole they could not be turned and also the steering wheel of the strong room could not be rotated. The investigating officers forwarded the laboratory, the cut portion of the strong room close to the door, the lock and keys, metal sheets with wielding marks on it and a metal sheet with sample gas cutting marks.

The following queries were asked for examination:

1. Whether the lock in the present condition be opened using the four set of keys?
2. Whether the lock was in locked position or in unlocked position when the lock was gas cut?
3. Whether the cut marks /tool marks on the lock and doors of the strong room were formed using gas cutter?
4. Whether any sign of external force is present on the lock apart from the gas cutter marks?
5. Whether the steel doors of the strong room were gas cut from inside or outside?
Materials and Methods

For query no.1 the keys were inserted into the key hole of the lock (Figure 7, 8) and operated. It was found that the keys could not be turned as a portion of the lock is damaged due to gas cutting (Figure 4, 5). Also the keys were observed microscopically, no usage marks were found on the key.

For query no.2 the continuity of the melting metal was observed on the lock (Figure 5, 6). The melting metal of the lock showed continuity and no dislocation of metal or melted metal was observed and the top lever was drawn inside. Hence it can be inferred that the lock was in unlock condition.

For query no.3 the gas cut marks found on the strong room doors and the control gas cut marks (Figure 13, 14, 15) forwarded were
observed visually and microscopically [1,2]. The characteristic features of the tool marks and the beading formed due to melting of the metal found on both were compared.

For query no.4 the lock was observed under stereo-microscope [1, 3] in normal and oblique lighting and no characteristic features of external force or impact other than the gas cut marks found.

For query no.5 the direction of the beads (Figure 15, 16) formed inside or outside the metal door was observed. When a gas cutter is used the due to the heat produced the metal melts and when cooled forms of bead in the direction opposite to that from where it is cut.

Results and Discussion

The examination of the lock and keys showed that the keys cannot be operated into the lock in the present condition. The position of the levers in the lock suggests that the lock was in unlocking position. Based on the microscopic and visual comparison of the tool marks[1,2] formed on the strong room doors and the control gas cut marks, it could be opined that the strong room was cut using a gas cutter. No external force other than the gas cut marks were found on the lock. Also it could be opined whether the cut was made from inside or outside clearly from the beading formation on the sheets.

Conclusion

The examinations and observations made by physical and microscopic methods could give the vital clues to the investigating team that the lock was in unlocked position when the offence was committed and the cut marks on the strong room was found to be that of the gas cutter but the exact nature of gas cutter used could not be ascertained. The study can be further extended in analyzing the various types of gas cutters using different types of gases like LPG, Oxyacetylene, etc by making tool marks using all available varieties of gas cutter like electrical arc and plasma cutters.
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